ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In all natural languages, there are a lot of words that denote different meanings based on the contexts of their use within texts. Since it is not easy to capture the actual intended meaning of a word in a piece of text, we need to apply Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] technique for identification of actual meaning of a word based on its distinct contextual environments. For example in English, the word 'goal' may denote several senses based on its use in different types of construction, such as He scored a goal, It was his goal in life, etc. Such words with multiple meanings are ambiguous in nature and they posit serious challenges in understanding a natural language text both by man and machine.
The act of identifying the most appropriate sense of an ambiguous word in a particular syntactic context is known as WSD. A normal human being, due to her innate linguistic competence, is able to capture the actual contextual sense of an ambiguous word within a specific syntactic frame with the knowledgebase triggered from various intra-and extra-linguistic environments. Since a machine does not possess such capacities and competence, it requires some predefined rules or statistical methods to do this job successfully.
Normally, two types of learning procedure are used for WSD. The first one is Supervised Learning, where a learning set is considered for the system to predict the actual meaning of an ambiguous word within a syntactic frame in which the specific meaning for that particular word is embedded. The system tries to capture contextual meaning of the ambiguous word based on that defined learning set. The other one is Unsupervised Learning where dictionary information (i.e., glosses) of the ambiguous word is used to do the same task. In most cases, since digital dictionaries with information of possible sense range of words are not available, the system depends on on-line dictionaries like WordNet [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] or SenseNet.
Adopting the technique used in Unsupervised Learning, we have used the Naive Bayes [14] probabilistic measure to mark the sentence structure. Besides, we have a Bengali WordNet and a standard Bengali dictionary to capture the actual sense a word generates in a normal Bengali sentence.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we present a short review of some earlier works; in Section 3, we refer to the key features of Bengali morphology with reference to English; in Section 4, we present an overview of English and Bengali WordNet; in Section 5, we refer to the Bengali corpus we have used for our study; in Section 6, we explain the approach we have adopt for our work, in Section 7, we present the results and corresponding explanations; in Section 8, we present some close observations on our study, and in Section 9, we infer conclusion and redirect attention towards future direction of this research.
REVIEW OF EARLIER WORKS
WSD is perhaps one of the greatest open problems at lexical level of Natural Language Processing (Resnik and Yarowsky 1997). Several approaches have been established in different languages for assigning correct sense to an ambiguous word in a particular context (Gaizauskas 1997 For Indian languages like Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, etc., effort for developing WSD system has not been much successful due to several reasons. One of the reasons is the morphological complexities of words of these languages. Words are morphologically so complex that there is no benchmark work in these languages (especially in Bengali). Keeping this reality in mind we have made an attempt to disambiguate word sense in Bengali. We believe this attempt will lead us to the destination through the tricky terrains of trial and error.
In essence, any WSD system typically involves two major tasks: (a) determining the different possible senses of an ambiguous word, and (b) assigning the word with its most appropriate sense in a particular context where it is used. The first task needs a Machine Readable Dictionary (MRD) to determine the different possible senses of an ambiguous word. At this moment, the most important sense repository used by the NLP community is the WordNet, which is being developed for all major languages of the world for language specific WSD task as well as for other linguistic works. The second task involves assigning each polysemic word with its appropriate sense in a particular context.
The WSD procedures so far used across languages may be classified into two broad types: (i) knowledge-based methods, and (ii) corpus-based methods. The knowledge-based methods obtain information from external knowledge sources, such as, Machine Readable Dictionaries (MRDs) and lexico-semantic ontologies. On the contrary, corpus-based methods gather information from the contexts of previously annotated instances (examples) of words. These methods extract knowledge from the examples applying some statistical or machine learning algorithms. When the examples are previously hand-tagged, the methods are called supervised learning and when the examples do not come with the sense labels they are called unsupervised learning.
Knowledge-based Methods
These methods do not depend on large amount of training materials as required in supervised methods. Knowledge-based methods can be classified further according to the type of resources they use: Machine-Readable Dictionaries (Lesk 1986); Thesauri (Yarowsky 1992); Computational Lexicon or Lexical Knowledgebase (Miller et al. 1990 ).
Corpus-based Methods
The corpus-based methods also resolute the sense through a classification model of example sentences. These methods involve two phases: learning and classification. The learning phase builds a sense classification model from the training examples and the classification phase applies this model to new instances (examples) for finding the sense.
Methods Based on Probabilistic Models
In recent times, we have come across cases where various statistics-based probabilistic models are being used to carry out the same task. The statistical methods evaluate a set of probabilistic parameters that express conditional probability of each lexical category given in a particular context. These parameters are then combined in order to assign the set of categories that maximizes its probability on new examples. 
KEY FEATURES OF BENGALI MORPHOLOGY
In English, compared to Indic languages, most of the words have limited morphologically derived variants. Due to this factor it is comparatively easier to work on WSD in English as it does not pose serial problems to deal with varied forms. For instance, the verb eat in English has five conjugated (morphologically derived) forms only, namely, eat, eats, ate, eaten, and eating. On the other hand, most of the Indian languages (e.g., Hindi, Bengali, Odia, Konkani, Gujarati, Marathi, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, etc.) are morphologically very rich, varied and productive. As a result of this, we can derive more than hundred conjugated verb forms from a single verb root. For instance, the Bengali verb (khāoyā) "to eat" has more than 150 conjugated forms including both calit (colloquial) and sādhu (chaste) forms, such as,
etc. (to mention a few).
While nominal and adjectival morphology in Bengali is light (in the sense that the number of derived forms from an adjective or a noun, is although quite large, in not up to the range of forms derived from a verb), the verbs are highly inflected. In general, nouns are inflected according to seven grammatical cases (nominative, accusative, instrumental, ablative, genitive, locative, and vocative), two numbers (singular and plural), a few determiners like, -(-ṭā), -(-ṭi), -(-khānā), -(-khāni), and a few emphatic markers, like -(-i) and -(-o), etc. The adjectives, on the other hand, are normally inflected with some primary and secondary adjectival suffixes denoting degree, quality, quantity, and similar other attributes. As a result, to build up a complete and robust system for WSD for all types of morphologically derived forms tagged with lexical information and semantic relations is a real challenge for a language like Bengali [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
ENGLISH AND BENGALI WORDNET
The WordNet is a digital lexical resource, which organizes lexical information in terms of word meanings. It is a system for bringing together different lexical and semantic relations between words. In a language, a word may appear in more than one grammatical category and within that grammatical category it can have multiple senses. These categories and all senses are captured in the WordNet. WordNet supports the major grammatical categories, namely, Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Adverb. All words which express the same sense (same meaning) are grouped together to form a single entry in WordNet, called Synset (set of synonyms). Synsets are the basic building blocks of WordNet. It represents just one lexical concept for each entry. WordNet is developed to remove ambiguity in cases where a single word denotes more than one sense.
The English WordNet [26] available at present contains a large list of synsets in which there are 117097 unique nouns, 11,488 verbs, 22141 adjectives, and 4601 adverbs (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, and Miller 1990, Miller 1993 ). The semantic relations for each grammatical category, as maintained in this WordNet, may be understood from the following diagrams ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ): The Bengali WordNet [27] is also a similar type of digital lexical resource, which aims at providing mostly semantic information for general conceptualization, machine learning and knowledge representation in Bengali (Dash 2012) . It provides information about Bengali words from different angles and also gives the relationship(s) existing between words. The Bengali WordNet is being developed using expansion approach with the help of tools provided by Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay. In this WordNet, a user can search for a Bengali word and get its meaning. In addition, it gives the grammatical category namely, noun, verb, adjective or adverb of the word being searched. It is noted that a word may appear in more than one grammatical category and a particular grammatical category can have multiple senses. The WordNet also provides information for these categories and all senses for the word being searched.
Apart from the category for each sense, the following set of information for a Bengali word is presented in the WordNet: At present the Bengali WordNet contains 36534 words covering all major lexical categories, namely, noun, verb, adjective, and adverb.
THE BENGALI CORPUS
The Bengali corpus that is used in this work is developed under the TDIL (Technology Development for the Indian Languages) project, Govt. of India (Dash 2007 ). This corpus contains text samples from 85 text categories or subject domains like Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Agriculture, Botany, Child Literature, Mass Media, etc. (Table 1 ) covering 11,300 A4 pages, 271102 sentences and 3589220 non-tokenized words in their inflected and non-inflected forms. Among these total words there are 199245 tokens (i.e., distinct words) each of which appears in the corpus with different frequency of occurrence. For example while the word (māthā) "head" occurs 968 times, (māthāy) "on head" occurs 729 times, (māthār) "of head" occurs 398 times followed by other inflected forms like (māthāte) "in head", (māthāṭā) "the head", (māthāṭi) "the head", (māthāgulo) "heads", (māthārā) "heads", (māthāder) "to the heads", (māthāri) "of head itself" with moderate frequency. This corpus is exhaustively used to extract sentences of a particular word required for our system as well as for validating the senses evoked by the word used in the sentences.
PROPOSED APPROACH
In the proposed approach, we have used Naive Bayes probabilistic model to classify the sentences based on some previously tagged learning sets. We have tested the efficiency of the algorithm over the Bengali corpus data stated above. In this approach we have used a sequence of steps (Fig. 3) to disambiguate the sense of māthā (head) -one of the most common ambiguous words in Bengali. The category-wise results are explained in results and evaluation section.
Text annotation
At first, all the sentences containing the word 'māthā' are extracted from the Bengali text corpus (Section 5). Total number of sentence counts: 1747. That means there are at least 1747 sentences in this particular corpus where the word (māthā) has been used in its non-inflected and noncompounded lemma form. However, since the sentences extracted from the corpus are not normalized adequately, these are passed through a series of manual normalization for (a) separation or detachment of punctuation marks like single quote, double quote, parenthesis, comma, etc. that are attached to words; (b) conversion of dissimilar fonts into similar ones; (c) removal of angular brackets, uneven spaces, broken lines, slashes, etc. from sentences; and (d) identification of sentence terminal markers (i.e., full stop, note of exclamation, and note of interrogation) that are used in written Bengali texts.
Stop word removal
The very next stage of our strategy was the removal of stop words. Based on traditional definition and argument, we have identified all postpositions, e.g., (dike) "towards", (prati) "per", etc.; conjunctions, e.g., (ebang) "and", (kintu) "but", etc.; interjections, e.g., ! (bāh)
"well", (āhā) "ah!", etc.; pronouns, e.g., (āmi) "I", (tumi) "you", (se) "she" etc.; some adjectives, e.g., (lāl) "red", (bhālo) "good", etc.; some adverbs, e.g., (khub) "very", (satyi) "really", etc.; all articles, e.g., (ekṭi) "one", etc. and proper nouns, e.g., (rām) "Ram", (kalkātā) "Calcutta", etc. as stop words in Bengali.
To identify stop words the first step was to measure frequency of use of individual words, which we assumed, would have helped us to identify stop words. However, since the term frequencies of stop words were either very high or very low, it was not possible to set a particular threshold value for filtering out stop words. So, in our case, stop words are manually tracked and tagged with the help of a standard Bengali dictionary.
Learning Procedure
As the proposed approach is based on supervised learning methodology, it is necessary to build up a strong learning set before testing a new data set. In our approach, we have therefore used three types of learning sets that are built up according to three different meanings of the ambiguous word (māthā) "head", which are collected from the Bengali WordNet. There are five types of dictionary definition (glosses) for the word with twenty five (25) 
Modular representation of the proposed approach
In this proposed approach all the sentences containing (māthā) in the Bengali corpus are classified in three pre-defined categories using Naive Bayes (NB) classifier in the following manner (Fig. 3) : Figure 3 . Overall procedure is represented graphically
Explanation of Module 1: Building NB model
In the NB model the following parameters are calculated based on the training documents:
• |V| = the number of vocabularies, means the total number of distinct words belong to all the training sentences.
• P(ci) = the priori probability of each class, means the number of sentences in a class / number of all the sentences.
• ni = the total number of word frequency of each class.
• P(wi | ci) = the conditional probability of keyword occurrence in a given class. To avoid "zero frequency" problem, we have applied Laplace estimation by assuming a uniform distribution over all words, as-P(wi | ci) = (Number of occurrences of each word in a given class + 1)/(ni + |V|)
Explanation of Module 2: Classifying a test document
To classify a test document, the "posterior" probabilities, P(ci | W) for each class is calculated, as-
The highest value of probability categorizes the test document into the related classifier.
RESULTS AND CORRESPONDING EVALUATIONS
We performed testing operation over 271102 sentences of the Bengali corpus. As mentioned in section 6.1, this corpus consists of total 85 text categories of data sets like Agriculture, Botany, Child Literature, etc. in which there are 1747sentences containing the particular ambiguous word Sentences are classified into three pre-defined categories (māthā). After annotation (Section 6.1), each individual sentence is passed through the NaiveBayes model and the "posterior" probabilities, P(ci | W) for each sentence is evaluated. Greater probability represents the associated sense for that particular sentence.
The category-wise result is furnished in Table 1 . The performance of our system is measured on Precision, Recall and F-Measure parameters, stated asPrecision (P) = Number of instances, responded by the system/ total number of sentences present in the corpus containing (māthā). Recall (R) = Number of instances matched with human decision/ total number of instances. F-Measure (FM) = (2 * P * R) / (P + R). Table 1 . Performance analysis on the whole corpus. We have also used a JAVA inbuilt function to handle all types of morphologically derived forms of (māthā) available in the corpus, like, (māthāy), (māthār), (māthābyāthā), প (māthāpichu), (māthāte), etc. We have achieved 100% accuracy in this regard, which results the Precision of the output is 1. We have achieved over all 84% accuracy in case of 1747 sentences. In most of the cases the output is satisfactory, in the sense that it has rightly referred to the intended sense. However, in certain cases, the performance of the system is not up to the mark as it failed to capture the actual sense of the word used in specific syntactic frame. We have looked into each distinct case of failure and investigated the results closely to identify the pitfalls of the results (Section 8).
FEW CLOSE OBSERVATIONS
The following parameters mattered the most on the output during the execution of the system:
•
As prior probability of each class (P(ci)) depends on the number of sentences in each class, probability is affected due to huge difference between the number of sentences in each class. To overcome this, it is wiser to keep number of sentences in each category constant (55 in our case).
• As the total number of word frequency of each class (ni) remains at delimiter, the conditional probability of keyword occurrence in a given class is affected due to the huge inequality between the total number of word frequency in each class. But this incidence is not under any one's control, because the input sentences are taken from a real life data set. For this reason, results in few cases are derived wrong.
• Use of dissimilar Bengali fonts has a very adverse impact on the output. Text data needs to be rendered in uniform font.
• At certain cases, irrelevant words used in a sentence have caused inconsistency in final calculation. These sentence structures matter a lot on the accuracy of the results. As for example:
• Another major problem is just the opposite of the issue stated above. Here the short length of a sentence (with regard to number of words) is a hindrance in capturing the intended meaning of the word. As for example: ঁ । । etc. In case of such sentences, after discarding the stop words, there remains insufficient information into the sentences to sense the actual meaning of the ambiguous word.
We have tracked as well as analyzed all the 280 wrong outputs and noted that most of these have occurred due to very long or very short syntactic constructions.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, with a single lexical example, we have tried to show that our proposed approach can disambiguate the sense of an ambiguous word. Except few cases, the result obtained from our system is quite satisfactory according to our expectation. We argue that a stronger and properly populated learning set would invariable yield better result. In future, we plan to disambiguate the most frequently used 100 ambiguous words of different parts-of-speech in Bengali.
Finally, as the target word used in our experiment is a noun, it is comparatively easy to handle its inflections as the number of inflected forms is limited. In case of a verb, however, we may need a stemmer for retrieving the stem or lemma from a conjugated verb form.
